Measurements of the B,, Bd, and B, meson lifetime using semileptonic t evD"X, Bd --+ evD"X,B, 
Introduction
During the 1992-93 Tevatron collider Run Ia, the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)l collected a data sample of pp collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 19.3 pb-'. This data sample, in combination with improvements to the data acquisition system, the muon coverage, and most importantly, the installation of the CDF SVX silicon vertex detector,2 has allowed the first measurements of inclusive and exclusive B meson lifetimes at a hadron collider. In this paper we report results on the &, &, and B, meson lifetime using semileptonic B, -+ evD"X, Bd --+ evD*X, B, --+ ZuD,X events and exclusive B, -+ $(')K(*), Bd -+ #')Kt,;), B, -+ $14 events.
2.
Charged and Neutral
B Meson Lifetimes
Measuring the lifetime differences of the individual B mesons is a direct probe to possible non-spectator contributions in B meson decay. Only small lifetime differences are expected among the different B mesons (possibly as low as N 5%') and experiments are now approaching this precision.
At CDF, the measurement of the charged and neutral B meson lifetimes was performed using fully reconstructed B decays in the following modes": Tables 1 and 2 show a comparison of the latest" T+, r", and T+/T' values from CDF, LEP, and CLEO. Averaging asymmetric errors and computing a weighted average, we find that the error on the world value for r+ and T' is at 5% and the lifetime ratio has an uncertainty of 7%. Clearly, with some additional statistics and work on systematic errors, non-spectator contributions to B meson decay will soon be tested. 
B, Meson Lifetime
A similar technique has been used to measure the B, meson lifetime using semileptonic B, -+ ZFD,, D, + &r,4 -+ K+K-decays.12 Figure 3a shows the K+K-T+ invariant mass spectrum after all cuts for the combined electron and muon samples. Some 76 f 8 events are found in the right-sign mass peak and a hint of the Cabbibo Finally, there is a new low-statistics measurement of the B, lifetime using fully reconstructed B, + J/$4, J/$ -+ p+p-, 4 --+ K+K-decays.13 At least two of the four daughter tracks are required to be reconstructed in the SVX. Based on a sample of 10 events, the B, lifetime using exclusive B, -+ J/I&$ is measured to be:
(1) Table 3 shows a comparison of the latest B, lifetime measurements at CDF and LEP.l" Calculated similar to above, the world average value has only an 8% uncertainty.
Conclusions
The first measurements of the B,, Bd, B, meson lifetimes and the B,/Bd lifetime ratio by CDF are comparable to the latest results from other experiments.
With the installation of a rad-hard SVX and possibly x5 more data from the present Run Ib, the prospects for precision measurements of the B meson lifetimes in both inclusive and exclusive modes in the near future is very promising. 
